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Introduction

India is home to twenty two out of the world's fastest growing cities. This phenomenon has sparked of 
unprecedented debate on how this process will continue over the next couple of decades as well as intense 
discussion on what is 'development'; how it has begun to affect people across economic scales, and land over 
diverse geographical range.  This dialogue has emerged from within and outside the country; most of which is 
speculative in its nature; based on specific issues or existing theoretical frameworks.  

Curious to understand this phenomenon first hand; Rebecca, an undergraduate student double majoring in 
architecture and business management decided to come down to Ahmedabad from Berkeley. She decided to 
understand the city through everyday objects that were visible in the day to day fabric of Ahmedabad. While at 
first glance, studies like observing a cow and invetigating a slum might seem like cliched ideas; Rebecca 
through her systematic mapping brings some interseting insights into the research. She has not only observed 
and object but has plotted its life cylce within its urban and rural setting; by connecting points of its pause, 
transit, transformation by surrounding phenomena; and influence on the same. 

The value of this study lies in the fact that while trying to understand the large growing blobs of cities in India; 
Rebecca chose to document honestly and through a very personal lens, the microscopic ones that form a 
network below the surface. 
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This is not to say that Indian cities should not develop, because it will happen and India is in a crucial moment in time 
of taking on the global stage. India is composed of layers of culture and a breadth of diversity built over thousands of 
years, dissimiliar to America’s almost blank state at the country’s conception. This context neccesitates designers to 
suggest a sustainable model of development that carries India’s lower classes and blends with the environmental and 
cultural landscapes of India. The definition of “developed” for India must extend beyond our idea of 4 wheel sedans 
and suburban houses. The man driving the auto rickshaw, the boy pushing the tomato cart, the girl feeding the cows 
will all be part of the developed world tomorrow, one that is more developed than the one I live in right now. But let 
us hope they can enjoy it as well.

On an autobiographical note, my portrait is composed by a myriad of experiences. I have been to a dozen countries 
and have moved schools 9 times. I have experienced Navajo Indian Reservation Pow-Wows, wandered the Sonoran 
desert, enjoyed Hong Kong’s boat festivals, accompanied Berkeley’s hippies, lived in New Jersey suburbs, danced at 
Jewish Bar Mitzvahs, performed in Prague’s flying cathedrals, and more recently, watched a Hindi horror film.
Everything I have learned from educational institutions has been valuable, but the moments that have marked me 
the most are the instances of being in new places and learning from people of different ethnic and socioeconomic 
backgrounds. My most significant ideas come from a pool of creativity inspired by my breadth of experiences. The 
experience of being the new kid 9 times has blessed me with a novel affinity to see from others’ perspective, even if 
10,000 miles of ocean and completely different outlooks on life separate us. It is through experiences like being the 
only Chinese girl in an all American community and being the only American girl in an all Chinese community that 
has instilled in me what I believe to be my unique asset as a designer-empathy.

When the influence of one culture is being introduced into another, I feel called to understand this phenomenon. Not 
just to witness it, but to be completely engrossed in realizing this node of collision, because I myself am a phenomena 
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